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A C T N O W  TO  W IN 
$1.25 U S. MINIMUM!

By a narrow margin of eight votei, a reactionary coalition in tha 
Hone of Representatives balked passage of the Kennedy-Morse-Roose
velt SUS minimum wage bill, which would also extend coverage to 
moro than 3Vx million additional American workers and grant a per
centage-wise Increase In Puerto Rico mlnimnms.

Instead, the Northern Republican-Southern Democrat combine, by 
a vote of 211 to 203, forced through the Ayers-Kitchin bill, which the 
AFL-CIO has termed “a political fraud” and which, if made into law, 
would drop from minimum wage protection some 14 million persons 
presently covered, including many garment workers.

Hope for favorable minimum wage leg
islation now rests with the Senate. When it 
reconvenes on August 8, It will have before 
it the Kennedy-Morse bill, reported out by 
the Senate Labor Committee and strongly 
supported by the AFL-CIO.

It provides for upping the U.S. minimum 
wage to $1.25'an hour, by steps. Also, it would 
extend coverage to nearly 5 million more work
ers starting at $1, with over-time after 48 houis, 

and going up to $1.25 for 40 hours, in four steps.
Despite the valiant efforts of the liberal members of the House Labor 

Committee, led by Congressman James Roosevelt, the gang-up of- 121 
Republicans and 90 Democrats passed the unfair and discriminatory Ayers- 
Kitchin bill. * Ayers is a Republican from Ohio; Kitchen, a Democrat 
from North Carolina.

This bill would raist tha federal mini
mum. new $1 an hour, to only $1.15; If would 
add less than a million new workers under 
coverage starting at $1 an hour with no 
overtime pay provision. Evon worse, it would 
cut off every worker, uow covered, living in 
communities of less than 250,000 having any 
kind of agricultural or horticultural produc
tion from the protection of the law.

■ As a result, many thousands of ILGWU 
members, living in such localities, would no longer be covered by the 
minimum wage law. This amendment to the Ayers-Kitchin bill was in
troduced by Congressman Smith of .Mississippi.

A switch of only five votes would have prevented passage of this 
harmful bill. Because the reactionary coalition pretends that the Ayers- 
Kitchin bill improves the minimum wage law, the AFL-CIO Joint Mini
mum Wage Committee has branded it as “political fakery at its worst.”

In a letter to all ILGWU affiliates, the union’s Political Department 
has urged locals and members to take three immediate steps;

I. By letters and personal visits, tell the 
Congressmen who voted for the Ayers-Kitchin 

» :  '!■r - " I  js r  b*U thaI tb<T consider this a bad piece of legis- 
JsiLdu. I z z i  lationjunfair to American workers.

“ “ ~  ’ * 2. Urge their Senators to vote for the
Kennedy-Morse bill when the Senate reconvenes

3. Step up efforts in their shops and
s to rally-support for the Roosevelt- 

Kenncdy-Morse $1.25 minimum wage bills.
On Page 2 is a list of (Congressmen, from areas where there arc 

ILGWU locals, who voted for the harmful Ayers-Kitchin bill and against 
the $1.25 minimum.
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3. R. McMullen 
union's appeal to I

COT Adds 14 Shops 
In Organizing Spurt

of the Cloak Out-of-Town De- 
opolitan area has resulted in the 
orkers in 14 shops, according to 
general manager. The concerns.

RGWU Pr;

>1 dlstrlbu
Harry Lopatin, formerly 
Northeast Deparunrnt.

apllshed througho

neaotln 
I AlTonsc

Unity
House

NLRB OKs Eastern Region 
On McMullen Leaflet Drive

In a significant legal decision coming under terms of the landrum-Griffin Act, the 
rvgional office of the National Labor Relatio is Boord has upheld the right of the ILGWU 
to engage in a double-barrelled campaign a ppealing first to retail stores and then directly 
to their customers not to purchase goods of an employer using unfair tactics against Ms

NEast Strike Bags 
Matthews Resister

A 25-yearanti-union holdout was cracked last week via one 
of the longest strikes conducted by the ILGWU in New F.ngland. 
Vice Pres. David Gingold, director of the Northeast Department, 
reported that the first union agreement with the I. Matthews Co.

in the Poconos
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Announce ILC Scholarship Winners

Invoke 132’ Pay Opener 
For 4 , 5 0 0  in 110 Shops

132 is seeking wage increases affecl 
111) shops, announces Manager Joel Mcnist.

In » letter to the association, the |----------------

L.A. REDONDO TO PAY 
ILG ACTIVISTS FIRED 
IN UNIONIZING DRIVE

Two Los Angeles garment worl
respectively, through settlement 
mode by the Redondo Lingerie Cl 
for Illegally firing the workers fo 
union activity, reports Vice Pre; 
S*nuel Otto, director of the Pae 
Ac Coast Region.

 ̂pay and were reinstated on It

> 10-mlnute r 

* agreed la jo!

Union negotiators besides 1 
Included Business Agent Eddie

g Settled
ek plcketin

matter was promptly 
Ufought before the National Labor 
Relations Board by nXJWU i 
tomey Basil Felnberg. and the 
Redondo Arm quickly effect '

Local 99 Renewal Terms 
Swing Pay Hikes for 600
Pay boosts ranging from $4 to $6 highlight the new con

tract covering some 600 members of New York Office and 
Distribution Workers’ Local 99 employed at 230 firms belonging 
to three coat and suit associations, reports Manager Douglaa

ST. LOUIS VOTES YES 
FOR PLANS TO MERGE 
SILK, COHON BOARDS

teeting of the St. Louis Silk

Glamorizing the ILGWU 
union label, Belly Ann Noelh 
of Troy, N.Y. kept delegates 
to the Albany convention of 
the State AFL CIO Union 
Label and Service hades De
partment awoke and alert,/
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on IlSR^I
Th e  group of U.S. labor paper editors who toured Israel last month as guests of 

Histadrut found that the organized labor movement of that nation plays a leading 
role in every phase of national life. This is in sharp contrast to the condition in our own 

homeland, where the world’s largest single labor federation must campaign continuously 
to influence reluctant legislators. .

Uniquely, Histadrut -  founded in 1920 -  antedates by more than a quarter of a 
century the country in which it  functions. This means that long before the State of Israel 
was established, Histadrut was building industry, stimulating agriculture, providing 
funds for these enterprises, setting up schools to train workers and their children, organ
izing transportation. I t was, in fact, performing many of the functions of the state in 
anticipation of its creation. .

This accounts for the laboristic spirit of Israel. Many of the same men and women 
now directing its government agencies are of the generation which, through Histadrut, 
helped pave the way for the establishment of Israel. Until now there has, for this reason, 
been very little of that kind of class conflict or union-government difficulties found in 
other countries.
. I t  is startling to visit Histadrut’s bank, to study, as we did, the vast construction 

programs undertaken by Solel Boneh, one of its divisions, to watch Histadrut members
load Histadrut,products on to Histadrut-operated ships. ,

But most surprising of all is the fact that in many instances Histadrut is both 
management and union in the same enterprise. For us, with the memory fresh in our 
minds of U.S. labor's code of ethics, this commingling of managerial and trade union 
functions was most challenging. In our own country, in recent years, organized labor 
has sought to make a clear separation of these functions.

But a  higher ethical goal has been achieved in Israel through Histadrut. The labor 
movement in Israel makes no distinction between building the fledgling state and improv
ing the welfare of its workers. The enterprises it  creates and manages are under the 
control of the same workers who control its unions. The surplus or "profits earned by 
these enterprises are not distributed to.private businessmen. Instead, most of it  is used 
to build new enterprises that the country needs.

WE saw much in Israel that, on the other hand, reminded us of our own country.
There is a drive to domesticate the desert which is so much like our own efforts to 

conquer our West that when we came coasting into Eilat, the southernmost city of Israel 
on the far side of its desert, it  suddenly seemed like high noon in a western U.S. town and 
as i f  any minute the cowboys would come riding down from the hills.'

Leaving Tel Aviv, a t about the point where the two-lane highway begins (there are 
as yet no four-laners in Israel) we suddenly found the street lined with automobile repair 
shops and spare parts stores. Grimy mechanics worked on the hybrid cars much as one 
sees them working in American repair stations, except that here they were often putting 
together parts from as many as a score of vintage makes. This is Israel — shreds and 
patches and ingenuity and irrepressible drive.

Among Israel's newcomers there are vast differences of culture, class and color, of 
language, custom and status. Some have come from lands where they lived in medieval 
squalor, others from centers of middle-European, twentieth century culture.

We remembered how in our own land, prejudice and segregation are still facts of 
■ national life. Then we saw in the Lachish region, running across the middle of Israel, a 
profound experiment in human rehabilitation. Here, a  number of years ago, villages were 
created in advance to receive the newcomers and to make their transition to new patterns 
of life easier and, above all, to develop a national awareness that would override all the 
differences they brought with them. 4

In cities it  was found that this process could be speeded by putting together new
comers in the factory and in apartment houses. Following this pattern they were'also 
commingled on the Lachish cooperative agricultural settlements.

But it  didn't work. Ethnic and cultural differences were deeply ingrained and the 
relationship of newcomer to factory under industrial discipline could not serve as a  model 
for the relationship, traditionally tribal, of newcomer to land.

The pattern was changed and each of the Lachish centers was made ethnically homo
geneous. This worked, departures from the farm dropped and production rose. And the 
challenge of integration, now proceding a t a  most rapid rate, was met by Histadrut which 
helped create central villages, Kiryat Gat and Nehora — a kind of joint board — for the 
circle of cooperatives.

I t is in these centers — with their Histadrut factories, Histadrut stores, Histadrut 
training centers, Histadrut cultural hall, Histadrut health clinics — that an integration 
process far  more complex than our own is taking place. pksl„, t ,  mi,ion
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HISTADRUT'S beautiful ILGWU Hospital (top), dedicated by Pres. 
David Dubinsky in 1959, could bo seen for miles outside of Beer-, 
sheba as we approached it at 7:30 in the morning. Beersheba, 
where Abrohom in ancient days dug a well, stands ot the mid- 

of Israel where the country's greenery ends and its Negev 
desert begins. As we arrived, on Arab Bedouin family in from tha 
vast desert, and the woman pregnant (middle), came to the hospi
tal's doors for free care. In the gloss enclosed waiting room 
(bottom) we found a Jewish family (right) and an old patriarch 
with his grandson reading Holy Scripture while waiting their turns. 
The ILGWU Hospitol (left) has most modern equipment. Beersheba 

center for programs to locate desert minerals and irrigate the 
•baked region. A major Israeli effort involves bringing

menls to coax more dew water from stones. Beersheba's Mayor 
told, us of bottle with the Minister of Agriculture over whether 
notional authority or city of Beershebo it to possets precious, ro- 
daimoble, irrigating city sewage water.



Boston Rainwear Renewal 
Increases Pay for 2,000

A capacity taraaat of Bolton raincoat makers, members of Local 24. last week fill
ed the largest hotel ballroom In the city to give hearty approval ♦» -  « .« .-vear

ovaring mere than 2,000 persons.

HOW  T O  M  Y

Some Pointers for Beating 
High Costs of Summer Foods

rummer of high food

Onion negotiates*. heeded by 
Vice Pres. Oincold,' Included 
Northern I---- -

M Prnloll snd the following wi

Kuuinan. Vincent Llmoll. George 
Betz. Millie Monte.

URGE TARIFF GROUP 
BAR FURTHER CUTS 

UN APPAREL DUTIES
No further reductions in tariff 

duties on imports of women's and 
children's garments from abroad 
should be made br the Or 

e ZLGWO warned
Commitu

At openinn of Maria Dross Co. in New YoA Cty. contracting 
shop Tor tL  firm of Stephan, Ltd, from left: first Vice Pres. 
Luigi Antonini, general secretary of Local 89, Vice Pres. 
Charles S. Zimmerman, general manager of the Dress Joint 
Council, end employer Abe Schrader discuss work distnbutions.

food value and avoid wi
—Buy tfc

advertised brands. (They ar 
—Buy standard whole-wheat, rye and

—Buy supermarkets' own brands of canned or packaged f< 
instead of the nationally-advertised brands, which generally cost m 

j  when available, such as cottage cheese, sal

re loaf Instead of In pi

Raises, Severance 
Thru Perth Am boy 

Maidenform Pact
Crowning numerous negotiating sessions extending over sev

eral months, the Eastern Region has won a thrcc-ycar contract 
renewal covering some 200 workers at the Maidenform Brassiere 
Co. plant in Perth Amboy. N. J ,  reports Vice Pres. Edward

—Serve fish, poultry, 
slonally. especially Ir 

Turkeys particularly are

ts or baked-beni 

rupply and will 

use of bacon, especially this sun

it nutritionists cc

Midwest Ups Wages 
Via Joan-Clair Pact
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FROM COAST-TO-COAST, «  the lumr* months approached. 
ILGWU affiliates in conjunction with tho Union Lobol Deportment 
stepped up promotion ectivity in these weys: (I) A femily affair in 
St. Louis, as 8-year-old Sandra Rehkop, granddaughter of veteran 
ILGer Florence Amend, sews first label into local product. (2) La
bel literature distributed during peak shopping hours by North
east Department members outside leading Scranton, Pa., stores. 
(3) In downtown Los Angeles, passers-by receive label literature 
from Pacific Coast Region garment workers. (4) The I960 Worker- 
Father of the Year, Charles Hertung, of Columbus, Ohio, watches 
the ILGWU label being pointed out on pretty frock to Mrs. Har- 
tung. (5) At New York Union Label and Service Trades convention in 
Albany, Eastern Region member Betty Ann Noeth sews apron for 
Local 142 Manager Joseph Tuvim and New York City Mayor 
Robert Wagner (right). (6) Vice Pres. Nicholas Kirtmsan and AFL- 
CIO Secretary-Treasurer William Schnitsler (fourth and fifth from 
left) at ILG label eshibit during Ohio State AFL-CIO convention.

.4
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38' Boosts for 400 
A t  3 Big Couturiers

emphasized, were new 
equalizing vacation pay- 
a workers, and employers'

the retirement and health B M B D i m
b,  JANE GOODSEtl

Mom s Bobby Pin Is Better 
Than Dad's Array of Tools

Saturday, August 13

MUSEUM OF 
MODERN ART

11 West 53rd St.. NYC

Skirt, Sportswear Pension

Guided

Ask Pay, Benefit Gains
In Montreal Dress Talks

Negotiations to renew the collective agreement with the 
[ontreal dress industry were scheduled to be resumed this week 
ter a three-week period during which employers have been 
udying demands made June 23 by the ILGWU on behalf of

Apparel Retailers

amounting to *178.000. Dresa shops 
have Just begun their vacation 
period, with members collecting 
vacation pay In excess of *775.000.

—Members of Cloak bocals 
10. 43. 61 and 343 have voted to 
contribute half a day's pay to be 
collected this season for contrlbu- before he Returns

filling several

Honor Arthur Goldberg, 
Noted Labor Attorney

ILOWC Pres. David Dublnsky

Education Session Scans Humanities

will be guided by Professor 

Psychology of City College.
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IMHIBIIHUMUnMlCT
NLRB Ruling Backs Cutters 
Against Photo Marker Firm

outside establishments already on di 
hand In garment shops were p 
mltted to be used, though n

In the garment Industry. Tl

Court Sfopi Firm
The Photo-Marker Corp.. one of 

several, of Its employees—who 
producing machine-made markers 
for garment concerns, instigated 
several of its employees—who

e cutting of the materials 
he component parts of 
nt that are later sewed „ 
and made lftto a finished

'  This demonstration completely

Subsequently, the firm was cited 
by the D. S. Labor Departmer' 
for falling to pay minimum wagi 
or overtime or to keep propt 
records. In violation of the feden 
wage and hour law. and the firm 
was permanently enjoined

__..jvemment that photo-mark-
Ing was not part of the Integrated 
process of production, but a 
aratory process (such as i 
facturlng a needle used In i 

machine). .

__ tag shown with convincing
and unassailable proof that photo
marking was part of the Inte
grated process of production 
the apparel Industry. It clearly 
followed that the activities 
Local 10- with respect to photo- 
marking and the relationships 

i concerned with this opei 
clearly came within the i 

parel Industry exemption.

gives the case top priority 
plies for an Injunction to 
3. District Court.

set recommending that a cot 
plaint Issue and Injunction pi 
ceedtags be Instituted against

ment ^Ith the general eounsel'i 
olficj in Washington to explalr 
Its position, and subsequently ai 
Informal meeting was held witl 
members of the general counsel'.
Morris Glushlcn. ILOWU genera 
counsel and his associate Ma: 
Zlnmy, Elias Lleberman. counse 
for Local 10 and other 1LOWI 
affiliates and Emil Schleslngei

e Jobber-contractor

BO O It 1 B O M
by MStUM $«C£HANDt£«

Puerto Rico Tale: 
An Island Paradox
PUERTO RICO: ISLAND OF

PROMISE. By Ruth Gruhrr. 
Bill and Wang. Cloth. S3.S5;

rehabilitate people.

Fallkman declared It was a vli 
mention of the fight by Local 1 

it outside photo-marking i

outside grading establish-
eclared the local would cor 
U efforts to prevent the de 

structlon of the cutters' craft b 
the splitting up of its operation

as this would ultimately re 
the skilled craft of the cutu

Housing Anti-Bias Unit 
Picks Meany, Zimmerman

AFL-CIO Pres.' Ocorge Meany 
id ILOWU Vic* Pres. Chs ‘ “

rights organizations, of 
ILOWU Is one. conducts 
wide educational progvan 
eliminating religions a

I'rfh up-fo-data and reliable info 
and frendt ii now ready for distribution, reports Vice Pres. 
Julius Hochmen, department director.

The handbook, ‘Travel in Style," is a complete guide for 
travelers and vacationers, containing tips from planning - to 
picking to packing. It was prepared by fashion consultant 
Eleanor Lambert and Francie Hughes.

Booklets previously issued in the series include "How To 
Be Well Dressed," and "Your Trousseau and How To Plan It."

neighboring small nations.
They will In time draw the les

sons and learn the technique* 
through which Puerto Rico In thli 
hemisphere and Israel, as Mis* 
Qruber points out. In a more dlst- 

‘ ce lift themselves up 
through their own devices and

lent Journalistic account of Puerto 
lean developments. She report* 

an expert with first-hand 
lowledge of the vs '

and their sensible and fa 
leaders are all depicted here ' 
sympathetic understanding.

QUEBEC v o e s  GIVE 
LIBERAL PARTY EDGE 
IN PROVINCE POLLING
Duplessls, who headed the seem
ingly Invincible National Union 
Party, voters In Quebec, Canada, 

ed to the polls June 22 to 
he Liberal Party Into office, 
i Lesage. who had previ

ously served as Minister of North- 
‘ Hairs In the former Liberal 
isl Government. Is thi 

Premier of Quebec Province 
icdlng Premier Antonio
The liberals. In a-surprlse vic

tory. won 50 of the 95 sei 
the legislature. The Ni

held previously: one
* anlzed labor In Quebec has 

adopted a wait-and-see at 
the Liberal victory. It

after assuming the premiership.

Film on Tax-Son Strike 
Wins Worldwide Honor
The ILGWU-produced

Integrated process of production

market through li
the housing

n Stockholm, Swe-

ral States Region, di 
ke by *ome 1M n 
Tex-8on Corp. In San Ai

is only to members of these

Fire Hazards Rife 
AtHendersonShop

s  of ILOWU Local 
rson, Ky.. striking si 
to gain standard ur

! Central States

First Nagler Award 
A t Fashion School

graduation exercises for tbs 
School of Fashion Industries, 
lrst Isidore Nsgler Arista 
- Award was bestowed on

Marls Yeljenic. one of 321 alu- 
graduated last month who
faahlon Industry, 

lato ILOWU. vice president and

Investigation of the plant,

that "constitute a direct thgeat to 
the safety and welfare of thoee 
persons occupying the building." 

i Kentucky Director c‘

a fostering a
leg of the school, notably u 
re* of student placement, 
the 227 graduates, some 21* 

will Immediately enter the Indua- 
ihJL the remaining students

AUDITORS 
POSITIONS OPEN
The Auditing Department ol 

the ILOWU General Office hat 
full-time opening* on Its stall
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HANDS ACROSS
THE PRINCIPLE, for which 1,200 garment workers struck at the 

four Virginia plants of the Kenrose Co. has been won. It is that a company 
which has grown and prospered on the labor of its devoted and productive 
employees cannot turn its back on them and open an overseas plant, with 
complete disregard for the impact of its imports on the earnings "of its workers.

From the start of the lengthy negotiations, the ILGWU conceded that 
the location of plants was management's prerogative. But Jhis union insisted 
that workers also have prerogatives. Chief among these is their right to work 
through their unions—Kenrose was unionized by the ILGWU 17 years ago 
at the start of its growth—to increase security of jobs and earnings by which 
they support their families'.

A good deal of our union’s history can be tpld in terms of what 
we have generally called the “out-of-town." This is the geographic periphery 
that spread out around the metropolitan centers where the garment industry 
was originally located. As bargain-hunting employers fled unionization and 
as union organizers caught up with them, “out-of-town” areas became increas
ingly distant, melding into each other.

In our own time, through organization and legislation, low wage bait 
for runaway employers has been made- less enticing. A quarter of a century 
ago, federal legislation firmly established the idea of a floor below which not 
even free enterprise could depress wages.

TODAY, BARGAIN HUNTERS scrounging for cheap, desperate labor 
have pushed their horizons beyond “out-of-town" to greener profit fields out of 
the country. Indeed, recent trade press reports tell of the bitterness of Japanese 
export producers. As substandard as their wage rates are, they now have their 
own “out'-of-town" problem with Hong Kong, where wages are even more

There are as yet no parallels in international commerce for the wage 
and hour safeguards in interstate commerce. The terrible gap between our 
wage levels and those of some of the nations exporting to us creates a profit 
windfall that reflects neither management nor productivity superiority.

In our economy prices are set as high as possible, the only condition 
being that they must be just low enough to beat the competitors, if there are 
any. Profit windfalls from overseas production for domestic sales are of such 
dimensions that even when small portions of them are returned to the consumer 
fn the form of competitively lower prices the huge bulk remains with the 
bargain-hunter.

This means that with weak or no trade union organization, the over
seas workers get little benefit in the form of higher living standards from their- 
production for export. ,  But it also means that the U.S. producer, using that 
labor to produce for domestic sales, can undermine domestic industries.

THE KENROSE SETTLEMENT is neither punitive nor protective; 
it is ethical. The firm has not been, stopped from producing in Ireland or 
importing into the U.S. Its Irish workers will sew and the company will reap 
the windfalls. But Kenrose Itiust henceforth set aside a portion of that windfall 
to indemnify its Virginia workers should their earnings decline because of its 
Irish imports. If there is no decline, as stipulated, in the covered period, the 
company pays nothing, recoups the money.

As with so many other principles for which the ILGWU has fought, 
this one is concerned with responsibility; the union’s responsibility for the job 
security of its members and management’s responsibility to the workers and 
the community that depend upon it for their welfare, but which also provide 
the skills and the energy without which neither garments nor profits can be

"Big Brother"

r standards and ways of 
living and thay will prass fiercely 
toward this goat They will not tolerate 
political leaders, political institutions, 
ideologies or economic systems which 
fail to provide clear and early evidence 
that they can contribute concretely and 
swiftly to the realization of their mini-

The key question— from our stand
point as well as from theirs— is whether 
this inexorable force will find its fulfill
ment in the framework of free and in
dependent societies or under some form 
of tyranny, including the Communist 
yoke.

If the choice of many nations should 
be for Communism, the strength of the 
Communist Gloc would become over
powering. On the other hand, if we can 
help the lea developed nations to 
achieve their goals while still retaining 
their independence, the capacity of the 
free world to counter-balance Soviet 
power will be immeasurably increasad.

T HESE problems 
others which fac 

they do not lend the
to quick solutions. They will be i 
for more than years or decadesi ternational C
will color the character of our lives-for the Inter-Am
at least the balance of this clentury. Through 11
One thing is certain: the surest course ural progran
to national disaster— and 1 am a bias many !
ing literally, and not just figureth'•iy—« davote slim
to ignore their existence.

Most of the less developed cijuntries
to purchase , 
than to the

cannot, without outside help, satisfy Finally, b«

ferred by using force, and tha cost of 
doing so in human life and human misery 
is ignored, or explained away as the 
price of progress. Abhorrent as we may 
find them, Communist methods have 
produced the appearance of remarkably 
rapid growth in those countries where' 
they have been employed.

We must recognize that the only pres
ently practical alternative to this en
forced accumulation of capital is the 
massive transfer of capital from exter-

with both the financial and the huir 
elements of the problem of underdo-

To help provide the necessary physi
cal resources, above and beyond those 
which may be provided through private 
jnvestment, the United States govem-

mic aid activities. We are tha largest 
single contributor to the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment, and will shortly make our initial 

to the newly formed In- 
Development Authority and 

Development Bank..

within the foreseeable future the 
mum desires of their peoples.

w . - V *  -

per year, the possibility of large i

V  V' tary saving is small. It is virtual!

v  V possible if a notion must currentl

T HERE is. of course, o 
which saving can be a implished 
ough the application of stringent,

are inadequate, and in many eases also 
inappropriate to the needs, there is the 
economic aid which Is provided under 
the Mutual Security Program.

The world (ituation is one that wil re- 
quire the extension of foreign economic 
auistance on a very substantial scale for 

winder of the twentieth century, 
s no alternative course if wa wish 
'ive as a free nation. This aid 

program will be costly, but we can af
ford its costs far better than we can 
afford the disastrous consequences that
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